
     God in pajamas 

        Isaiah 9:2-7 

     John 1:1-5, 10-14 

  

 Christmas is an especially good time for stories.  One of my favorites is A Christmas Carol 

by Charles Dickens, a story starring old, cynical, miserly Ebenezer Scrooge, for whom every 

Christmas is a humbug.  Growing up, every Christmas season that classic story would air on 

television.   I would watch with rapt attention the Christmas eve visit of the ghost of Jacob 

Marley, Scrooge’s old business partner.  And then the visits of three spirits of Christmas past, 

present and future, who take Scrooge on a long and painful spiritual journey, revisiting his 

tortured past, his lifeless present, and previewing his cold, lonely death.   And then, suddenly, 

providentially, Scrooge wakes up, on Christmas morning, and realizes it was all a dream.  But 

Scrooge’s dream is also a conversion, and he becomes a transformed, generous, life-loving 

person, crying, “I am not the man I used to be.”  I still like to watch that film, even though it 

makes me uncomfortable, because I am always prompted to ask how I have been like Scrooge, 

how I am in need of conversion. 

 This week we will have the chance to hear another familiar story.  If you come back here 

on Wednesday evening, you will again hear that timeless, enchanting story about a baby born 

in a stable—a baby who was more than a baby, whose name was also Immanuel, God with us. 

 But today, the Sunday before Christmas, I want to tell another story.  It is called a 

children’s story, but it’s just as much a story for adults.  It’s a story called The Boy in the Striped 

Pajamas, which appeared as a novel by the writer John Boyne in 2005 and as a film in 2008.   

The story is set in Germany during the Second World War.  It centers around Bruno, an 8-year-

old boy whose father is a soldier in the Nazi war machine.  Early in the story, Bruno and his 



family move to another part of Germany, where Bruno’s father has become the commander of 

a strange kind of camp.  Bruno is often alone, and eager to find things to do.  Eventually he 

wanders out of the back yard and meanders beyond the woods, and finds a high fence. Inside 

the fence there are people, and those people seem to be wearing striped pajamas.  

 Bruno walks up to the fence and sees a boy about his own age.  He introduces himself 

and learns that the other boy is called  Shmuel.  They have an interesting conversation and 

Bruno returns to talk more.  The two boys play checkers through the fence and talk about many 

things, often having to break off their conversation for fear of being discovered.  Bruno can’t 

fully understand why Shmuel lives behind the fence, why he’s so thin and so hungry, and why 

he has to wear striped pajamas.  He also does not understand what role his own father has in 

all of this. 

 One day Bruno gets a surprise: he’s playing in his home and sees Shmuel working as a 

cleaner in the dining room. Bruno gives Shmuel some food. But a soldier interrupts them and 

demands to know why Shmuel is eating and where he got the food from. Bruno panics and 

says, ‘I don’t know – I’ve never seen him before.’  

 Bruno quickly regrets his words and returns to the fence, hoping to see Shmuel and be 

reconciled.  The large black eye on Shmuel’s face tells the price Shmuel paid for Bruno’s 

betrayal.  But Shmuel accepts Bruno’s apology.  Bruno’s father finally decides that this is no 

place to bring up children and arranges for his wife and family to move elsewhere.  For Bruno 

this means the terrible prospect of leaving Shmuel.  So he goes to visit Shmuel at the fence. 

Shmuel finds some pajamas for Bruno to wear so he can blend into the camp and not be taken 



away with his family.  Bruno puts them on, scrambles under the fence and into the camp and 

puts on a striped hat so no one can tell his head is unshaven. 

 Suddenly the atmosphere changes.  Soldiers appear, corralling large groups of people in 

striped pajamas towards the large barn at one end of the camp. There’s no escape, and Bruno 

and Shmuel are swept up into the crowd. All the people are herded like cattle down the steps 

and into the barn. At this point Bruno’s mother discovers he’s missing and sounds the alarm. A 

host of soldiers start looking for Bruno. But it’s too late. He’s in the barn beside Shmuel, and all 

the people in the barn are being told to take off their clothes, ready for a shower. They realize 

this is going to be no ordinary shower.  Bruno and Shmuel clasp hands and squeeze tight, and 

it’s clear that nothing in the world could persuade them to let go.  As the darkness descends 

and the gas begins to be pumped in and the horror engulfs the barn, Bruno says, ‘You're my 

best friend, Shmuel.  My best friend for life.’  

 That’s the story of The Boy in the Striped Pajamas, and it’s a children’s story. But it’s also 

not a children’s story. It’s also an adult story about mass murder, deception, cruelty, and 

suffering.   It’s also a story about trust and loyalty and forgiveness and love, personified by two 

boys who become friends in spite of a fence, and who together face their common destiny of 

death as symbolized by their common pajamas.   

 John’s Christmas story doesn’t have the angels and the shepherds and the wise men.  It 

doesn’t have Joseph and Mary.  It doesn’t even have a babe in a manger.   Rather, John extracts 

the meaning of it all:  ‘The Word became flesh and lived among us.’  Just like Bruno did with 

Schmuel.  Just like Bruno formed a friendship with Shmuel and then crosses the fence to live 

with him, so God, in Jesus, enters the camp of danger.  Jesus becomes a little child who crosses 



over to the other side of the fence—our side, which humanity has erected.  Like Bruno, Jesus 

identifies with us so much that he takes on takes on the striped pajamas, the garment of shame 

and exclusion.  But Jesus is also like Shmuel, carrying the black eye, forgiving us for our sin.  

Most basically, when we’re surrounded by chaos, in the midst of hell, at the mercy of cruel 

powers, terrified, naked, humiliated, and helpless, Jesus is like Bruno, right beside us, saying, 

‘You're my best friend. My best friend for life. I wouldn’t be anywhere else in the world but 

right here beside you.’  

  That’s the Word becoming flesh, and living among us.  God not just loving us from afar, 

not saving us by some 4-step formula from on high, but entering into our camp in the real, 

physical, human form of Jesus.  And Jesus continues to be made flesh.  Today we might think 

about these questions:  whose hand is holding ours in the chaos and pain of our world? Who is 

going out of their way to stand next to us this Christmas? Who has gone out of their way to 

make us their friend, has forgiven us when we turned our back on them, has come alongside us 

and worn our clothes and known the fear that we thought was ours alone?  

 The one who has done that, who stands beside us, saying we’re their friend forever and 

clasping our hand and never letting us go, may be someone we long have known.  It may also 

be a stranger, someone who until now has been outside our tight circle, on the other side of 

our fence, someone who even wears striped pajamas.  Whoever that friend is, it is also Jesus, 

the Word made flesh.  And the day we discover that we discover Christmas. 

 


